Twin And Earth Cable
2.5mm Strands
600 Volts. Rated for -5°C to 70°C. Sizes:2.5 mm
Good Quality, Good Flexible,GB Stranded
100% pure copper

Product Description

The PVC insulted wires belong to the series of laying wires, which are mainly suitable for laying
at the fixed places. They are widely used as connectors of driving, lighting, electric equipment,
instrument and telecommunication equipment with rated voltage up to 450/750v(U0/U). Part of
the plastic insulted wires are used at the equipment with AC rated voltage up to 300/300v.

The rated voltage of wires should equal to or higher than rated voltage of the system when wires
are used at AC system. If the wires are used at DC system, rated voltage of system should be
lower than 1.5 times as high as rated voltage of cable and wires. The working voltage of system
could be 1.1 times as high as the rated voltage of cable.

The long term working temperature should lower then 70°C. The working temperature of BV-90
should lower then 90°C. And laying temperature should higher than 0°C.
The curve diameter of wire should longer than 8 times of diamet er of the outer diameter of cable
and wires if their outer diameter is 25 mm or above. If diameter of cable and wires is above 25
mm, curve diameter should be at least 12 times of outer diameter of cable and wires.

Related Products

Factory show:

Our Service
Q: Why choose ZW-Cable? Any advantages?
A: The answer is Yes. There are 5 advantages.
(1) MUTUAL BENEFIT: Our offer will be reasonable, our price will be cheaper in the same quality.
(2) CUSTOMIZE: We can make the product as your request, Specification and Quality can meet your
request.
(3) OEM: (1)Printing your Logo. (2)Designing your packing.
(4) MIX ORDER: We accept mix order, different model and small quantity order.
(5) AFTER SERVICE: 1 Years Guarantee.
Q: Can I order one piece for sample to test the quality?
A: Yes, We recommend to check the sample before order.
Q: If I want cheaper quality, can you produce?
A: Yes, just send us your quality details, such as the material, what cheaper parts instead etc, we will do
that as your request and calculate the price.

Q: If I order big quantity, what's the good price?
A: Please send the details enquiry to us, such as the Item Number, Quantity for each item, Quality request,
Logo, Payment Terms, Transport method, Discharge place etc.
We will make the accurate quotation to you as soon as possible.
FAQ
1, What’s the MOQ?
One roll. 100M/200M/300M/305M/500M/Roll.
2, How to get the samples?
We have most of the commonly used samples in Stock.
We can offer the free samples immediately.
3, What’s the payment terms?
TT, LC, DP, Western Union and Paypal are available.
4, What’s the delivery date?
Most of the commonly used products are in Stock. We can arrange it within one day.
We will arrange the delivery date as your requirement while the Bulk Production.
5.Are you a trade company or a manufacturer?
A: We are an ISO, CCC, CQC approved manufacturer specialized in house electrical wiring，house wiring
electrical ，Twin And Earth Cable, Twin And Earth Cable 2.5mm OEM & ODM service are available.

Company:

Henan Central Plain Cables and Wires Co,.Ltd

Henan Central Plain Industry Co,.Ltd
Address: The intersection of Hanghai Road and Tongbai Road, Henan，China
Website: www.centralplaincable.com
Tel:+86-371-65332055
Mobile: +86-13683822973
Whatsapp: +86-13683822973
WeChat: +86-13683822973
Skype: 8925486@qq.com

